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AN EVOLUTION THAT BRINGS CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITY
Today’s post and parcel landscape is marked by transition and competition, with
technology shifts making an impact. Digital marketing and communication have carriers
handling an ever-changing mix of mail types, while new business models are creating
more delivery points. The rise of e-commerce continues to shape handling operations,
changing the postal product mix, increasing parcel volumes, and requiring aggressive
delivery timelines.
Success in these evolving conditions requires innovative strategies and technologies
for post and parcel processing, with carriers, retailers and new entities all playing a role.
Operations need automated systems designed to reduce touches, handle everything
from flats to large packages, expand as business dictates, and seamlessly integrate with
other automation. This combination of efficiency, flexibility and scalability is critical to
meeting today’s postal requirements while staying ahead of future developments.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SORTATION FOR EVERY PARCEL
AND PURPOSE
Honeywell provides high-speed sortation systems for some of the world’s largest, most
efficient post and parcel hubs, retail distribution centers and manufacturing facilities.
Whether handling rigid cases, bubble mailers or letters in zone-skipping, two-pass
sequencing or other applications, Honeywell brings together a broad range of sortation
technologies and workflow expertise to direct items quickly and efficiently.

FULLY INTEGRATED AUTOMATION SYSTEMS CREATE A
CONNECTED SOLUTION
Honeywell leverages decades of integration experience to enable comprehensive,
best-fit solutions tailored to the unique requirements of postal processing operations.
Honeywell offers a full suite of automation technologies, including:
• Vertical solutions – Save valuable floor space and keep product flowing smoothly
and efficiently.
• Buffering systems – Stage items for consolidation, sequencing or buffering in
preparation for shipping and delivery with quick item access and maximum
storage density.
• Conveyor capabilities – Keep a variety of packaging types flowing through merges,
diverts or accumulation zones.
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